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INT. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS MIDDLE SCHOOL- DAY

HISTORY CLASS

MR. MATTHEWS (Cory) has nose in book, rubs forehead. Class 

bell RINGS, FARKLE MINGUS barely makes it to his seat, does  

caching move.

RILEY

Accomplishment for the day huh 

Mingus.

FARKLE MINGUS

Don’t downplay my thunder and glory 

Ms. prim, proper and prompt.

RILEY

Like whatever you can have it.

Cory stands, rubs his head.

CORY

Class upon reviewing what I’m 

supposed to teach you today I have 

come to an awkward moment. First of 

all I would like to ask how many of 

you know you have Native American 

ancestry.

A few students raise hands.



FARKLE MINGUS

Are you referring too lineal 

heritage of our families Mr. 

Matthews?

Cory fumbles chalk.

MR. MATTHEWS

I suppose you could put it that way 

Mingus.

FARKLE MINGUS

Oh well then no.

Cory remains awkward.

MR. MATTHEWS

Um, Riley you need to raise your 

hand.

RILEY looks back at class, does a quick head jerk, glares at 

Cory puzzled.

RILEY

What?

MR. MATTHEWS

Its way back in our family tree 

Riley. You’re like a thirty second 

or sixty fourth Native American.

MAYA LAUGHS, 
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MAYA

Don’t worry Riles I’m like a thirty-

second or sixty-fourth smart.

Riley slumps in chair.

RILEY

How disturbing, 

Maya interrupts.

MAYA
I’m fine with my intelligence 
level.

RILEY

You all really need to stop this 

shelter conspiracy thing you all do 

to me you know.

Cory SIGHS, continues to fumble chalk.

CORY

Well class a subject of history has 

come up and I’m honestly not sure 

how to approach let alone teach 

you. So the best solution I’ve come 

up with is to have you read the 

chapter on Native American history, 

go home, talk to your families and 

for assignment let me know if your 

families agree with what the book 

says. 
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FARKLE MINGUS

That is interesting and very 

intellectual Mr. Matthews. I 

embellish your assignment.

Riley curls her hair, turns to Lucas.

RILEY

Like awkward and lame, huh Lucas.

LUCAS shrugs shoulders, begins to read his book. Riley sinks 

into her seat.

RILEY (CONT’D)

(To self)

Lame-o Riley Matthews, lame-o.

RILEYS 

REFLECTIVE 

NARRATIVE

RILEY STANDS ALONE

Riley stands in foreground, wears a full-length plain Native 

American dress. In background a montage of common Native 

American spirits are portrayed.
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RILEY 

Riley Matthews here. I’m girl-woman 

of the universe, planet earth, New 

York City, Greenich village, John 

Quincy Adams middle school. So the 

center of universe revolves around 

me, us, the girl-women of earth. I 

mean we are the only relative 

factor to our existence right. So 

anyway sometimes when we are the 

kings of the eighth grade and have 

the world revolve around us the 

world also seems to know when we 

are lame. Native Americans, 

different cultures and something in 

my ancestry. What in the world, or 

better yet, what in my universe 

does this have to do with me?

RILEYS 

REFLECTIVE 

NARRATIVE OVER

INT. MATTHEWS HOME- EVENING

Matthews family sits at dinner table, TOPENGA serves tortilla 

shells.
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AUGGIE

Yummy. Tacos. You should make 

homemade taco bread at the bakery 

mom.

Topenga messes AUGGIES hair, smiles. 

TOPENGA

That’s my little entrepreneur.

Topenga exits to kitchen, Cory smiles.

CORY

That’s my boy.

Topenga returns from kitchen with fixings for tacos, sets 

them in center of table, sits down. Everyone starts to build 

their tacos.

AUGGIE

So tacos are like Mexican or 

something, right.

CORY

Yep, but they prepare them a little 

different in Mexico.

RILEY

Oh yay, makes me want to wear a 

sombrero.
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CORY

Speaking of different cultures 

don’t you have an assignment from 

history class for tonight? Did you 

read your chapter?

Riley rolls her eyes.

RILEY

Yeah and it was boring, Indians 

used to be in the United States 

before we were here. They had a 

culture like old cave-men or 

something.

Topenga eyes Cory.

CORY

So what happened to the American 

Indians Riley?

RILEY

They were in a war, you know like 

cowboys and Indians out West. The 

cowboys won. So what was that 

awkward speech all about in class 

today anyway and why didn’t you 

tell me Native American was part of 

my ancestry.
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AUGGIE

I want to be a cowboy and wear a 

cowboy hat.

Topenga reaches over, rubs Auggie’s hair.

Topenga

And you’d be a cute little cowboy 

Auggie.

Auggie beams.

AUGGIE

Thanks mom.

CORY

Well Riley the story of the Native 

American Indian and what happened 

to them was sad. It was a dark time 

in our history that many of our 

ancestors played part in. Many of 

our great, great, great 

grandparents had a war with the 

American Indians because they 

wanted to steal their land. Cowboys 

were mean to the Indians just 

because they were different and 

thought like you that they were 

backwards or inferior like cave-

men. 

(MORE)
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Before our ancestors came along 

they were mostly peaceful people 

who loved their land and nature.

Auggie has become sad.

AUGGIE

I don’t want to be a cowboy 

anymore.

TOPENGA

I’m proud of you Cory for treating 

the subject with such respect.

RILEY

I guess it is important stuff to 

know but I’m glad it was people out 

West and not people of Greenwich 

Village were our ancestors.

CORY

Ah but Riley here in lies the 

problem. Greenwich Village was once 

inhabited by Indians and their land 

was taken either in the Strickland 

plain wars, stolen or bought for 

goods and money they never really 

got. You remember me telling you 

about the secrets of life and how 

there are many of them?

CORY (CONT'D)
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Riley and Topenga somber, snap out of it when...

Auggie grabs cheese off table.

AUGGIE

Hey I got one. Tacos are much 

better with cheese.

TOPENGA

Well I think our little man is 

starting to get the secret to life 

thing.

RILEY

Like cheesy.

CORY

OK, OK but now back to something 

serious. So back to the secrets of 

life. Sometimes we can learn from 

the people of the past. While we 

can’t change the past we march on 

because of the past. 

Cory pauses.
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AUGGIE

Yeah like tacos were just OK 

without cheese but then when we put 

cheese on them they are a lot 

better.

CORY

That’s my boy and that’s also why 

I’m a history teacher. It’s because 

we can indeed learn a lot from our 

past, even something that happened 

a few hours, minutes or even 

seconds ago.

TOPENGA

OK enough Cory; this is kind of 

heavy for supper table talk.

Cory takes a bite of taco. 

CORY

Well if you keep making supper that 

tastes as good as this I’m going to 

get heavier and heavier.

TOPENGA

Ah, that was light, sweet and a 

little redeeming.
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AUGGIE

Yeah like me.

TOPENGA

Well that Ava sure thinks so.

Auggie shakes his head, puts his taco down.

AUGGIE

So much for my appetite, bossy mom.

INT. AUGGIES ROOM- EVENING

Auggie lies in bed, looks up, has flour shaker from MRS. 

SVORSKI (Recently passed on).

AUGGIE

You were Kranian huh Mrs. Svorski? 

My dad has my sister learning about 

different cultures and different 

people. I liked you because you 

were different.

MRS. SVORSKI (V.O. AS SPIRIT)

That’s right but sometimes 

Americans didn’t always want to put 

us in the melting pot. I like you 

too Auggie. Now close my shaker and 

do your work.
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INT. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS MIDDLE SCHOOL- DAY

Class gathers outside history room.

LUCAS

I hated that assignment your dad 

gave us Riley. I asked my parents 

about it and they said history 

wasn’t their strong suit and just 

go by what the book tells me. I 

think the Native Americans were 

wimps and let everybody take over 

on purpose. 

MAYA

Dang Lucas, I’m a bully and all for 

bullying but I’m not even that 

cold.

FARKLE

If I lived in their time I would 

have helped them outsmart the 

brutes. 

Farkle hugs on Riley who doesn’t exactly reciprocate.

FARKLE (CONT’D)

Riley, if you want, me and you can 

outsmart Lucas and Maya to keep 

history from repeating itself.
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RILEY

Well you know I am a somewhat of 

a... 

Riley closes thumb and forefinger together.

RILEY (CONT’D)

Wee bit sensitive person who wants 

to believe there is good in 

everybody. Maybe the Indians 

thought the same about our 

ancestors. It actually kind of 

scares me and makes me want to 

toughen up instead of being a 

pushover and naive. 

LUCAS

I still think they were wimps.

ISIAH high fives Lucas as bell RINGS, goes to take his seat.

ISIAH

That’s my brute protector.

Riley folds her arms tight over her books.

RILEY

Stupid boy-men. I don’t even want 

to like any boys anymore.
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FARKLE

You don’t think that about me 

though, do you Riley?

RILEY

No Farkle, you’re more like a girl 

anyway.

Farkle smiles.

FARKLE

Well thank you very much Riley.

Farkle frowns.

FARKLE (CONT’D)

Hey wait a minute.

Cory finishes writing out WHAT IS NATIVE on the blackboard.

RILEYS 

REFLECTIVE 

NARRATIVE

RILEY STANDS ALONE 

Riley stands in foreground in a plain long-skirted Native 

American dress. She looks down at herself. Montage of Native 

American spirits on screen in background.
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RILEY

So what is Native? Is Native the 

same as naive? Maybe I’m both 

Native and naive more than I think 

to the world around me. Does being 

the center of my world make me want 

to only see the good in people, be 

emotional and think that there is 

only good in the world? As I stand 

here as a Native naive girl on the 

cusp of womanhood am I going to 

have some people come along, take 

from, steal from and dominate me. I 

don’t think I could take having a 

dominated and heavy heart. I hope, 

probably in vain that there is a 

lighter side to this story of not 

only the Native American but me.

RILEYS 

REFLECTIVE 

NARRATIVE OVER

INT. CORY’S CLASSROOM- DAY

Cory walks from blackboard to front of class, chalk in hand.
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CORY

So what is Native? For most of you; 

this class, your home, your school 

and your friends are considered 

Native. 

ISIAH

Well that kind of bums me and my 

boy Lucas out.

LUCAS

Yeah I got to say your description 

kind of bums me out knowing I’m not 

native to everyone here. Maybe 

that’s why I feel like I should try 

to dominate around here sometimes. 

Isiah does two finger point to Lucas, Farkle, Riley, Maya, 

wrinkle noses.

LUCAS (CONT’D)

Will I ever be considered Native 

here?

FARKLE 

Well I’ve always felt like I’ve 

been a Native outsider around here.

Maya turns, glares at Farkle.
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MAYA

You are.

CORY

Good question Lucas and I’m not 

sure that is a simple question I 

can answer because that is 

something that is going to take 

exploration by you.

LUCAS

Man you are a tough teacher trying 

to make us learn stuff on our own. 

RILEY

Um, that gets a second here.

MAYA

Make that a third.

FARKLE 

Sorry Mr. Matthews kind of have to 

jump on the bandwagon here.

ISIAH

Hey, I’m the newest guy and even I 

have that sense.
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INT. TOPENGA’S BAKERY- DAY

Auggie enters from back of Topenga’s, wears an apron, has 

flour all over him. He sits some bread in center of table 

between Topenga and KATY (Maya’s mom) sitting opposite each 

other, flails arms up, outward.

AUGGIE

My masterpiece.

Topenga and Katy are taken aback a bit.

TOPENGA

Auggie you made this bread all by 

yourself?

AUGGIE

Well I have to admit I had some 

help from Mrs. Svorski.

Topenga looks concerned.

TOPENGA

Auggie Mrs. Svorski isn’t with us 

anymore honey.

Auggie looks puzzled.

AUGGIE

Yes she is.

Auggie picks up flour shaker attached to belt of apron.
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AUGGIE (CONT’D)

She’s right here. All I got to do 

is open it and she talks to me.

Topenga and Katy are now the ones puzzled.

KATY

I’ve heard of things like this 

before. I sure hope it is not some 

kind of Kranian curse.

AUGGIE

Your silly, it’s a blessing from 

Mrs. Svorski. Now do you want to 

try my masterpiece or not.

Topenga takes roll, splits it, gives half to Katy.

Riley and Maya enter bakery front door. Cory enters 

immediately after, Topenga notices their arrival.

TOPENGA

Girls, Cory, come over here and try 

this.

Cory takes roll. Riley takes roll, splits it, gives half to 

Maya. Everyone chews Auggie’s rolls.

CORY

Did Mrs. Svorski make these before 

she left us.
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RILEY

I know, I haven’t tasted anything 

quite this good since Mrs. Svorski 

left us.

MAYA

It’s amazing.

KATY

Hmm. Hmm.

TOPENGA

Our little master chef Auggie made 

these all on his own.

Topenga winks at Auggie.

TOPENGA (CONT’D)

Well sort of.

CORY

All I can say is wow. I think I’d 

rather eat these than your cooking 

Topenga.

TOPENGA

Gee not sure if that is a good or 

bad thing.

Katy turns attention to Maya, Riley.
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KATY

So did you girls learn a lot in 

school today?

MAYA

No Riley’s dad just tried and 

complicate our lives under some 

stupid guise of learning or 

something.

CORY

Gee, so sorry there Maya.

RILEY

You should be, evil dad.

Maya and Riley leave area, sit in booth away from everyone.

TOPENGA
(Gruff)

Cory, you are such a bad, bad, evil 

dad.

Katy, Cory and even Topenga, LAUGH.

KATY

Don’t worry and get used to it 

Cory. I’ve been an evil mom for a 

few years now. Well back to work.

Katy goes back to behind counter, waits on customer.
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TOPENGA

Well come on evil dad and Auggie. I 

need to get home and we need to 

respect girl-time for Riley and 

Maya.

Topenga, Cory and Auggie leave Topenga’s.

CORY & TOPENGA (IN UNISON)

By girls.

Riley and Maya wave them off, give little attention.

RILEY AND MAYA

Whatever.

Lucas and Isiah enter bakery, go Riley and Maya’s booth.

RILEY

Oh look Maya its invasion of the 

brutes and bullies into our Native 

space.

Isiah becomes defensive.

ISIAH

Hey I’m just looking to coexist in 

your space. Not trying to take over 

here.
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LUCAS

Yeah me too Riley and hey I got to 

thinking about something.

ISIAH

Yeah we had a long talk on the way 

over here and girls you better mark 

this date and time down on the 

calender.

Maya and Riley turn to each other, talk over Lucas.

MAYA

Highly doubt anything he says is 

that significant.

RILEY

Boys thinking, that in itself is 

like an oxymoron isn’t it Maya?

MAYA

I might not know big Farkle words 

like Oxymoron but I know moron.

LUCAS

Oh yeah well I was wrong.

Katy walks by.

MAYA

Quick mom I need to borrow a pen.
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Katy reaches in apron, hands Maya pen.

KATY

Here you go but I want it back 

because I got my first tip using 

that pen.

Katy continues on with work.

LUCAS

After thinking about what your dad 

said, the Indians really weren’t 

wimps and they probably wanted to  

believe the best in their new 

neighbors and friends. 

Maya licks pen. Lucas is confused.

LUCAS (CONT’D)

What’s this pen all about.

MAYA

Just writing down date and time you 

admitted you were wrong.

Lucas just shakes head.
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LUCAS

That’s why I like you Riley. I 

think you believe the best in 

people and are one of the most 

genuine good girls around.

MAYA

Wow Riley, Lucas thinks we are good 

girls.

LUCAS

No Riley is a good genuine girl. I 

still think you are a tough girl 

and a bully.

Maya crosses her arms in front of chest.

MAYA

He really does know how to tug on 

the heart strings of a lady doesn’t 

he Riley.

Riley gets up.

RILEY

I don’t know. If history has taught 

me anything its how genuine good 

people get taken advantage of. I 

need to think.

Riley exits Topenga’s
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MAYA

Not really digging on you two 

chasing my friend out of her native 

space right now.

Isiah sits where Riley was.

ISIAH

Hey I like tough girls. Will you 

stick up for me when I get in 

trouble like Lucas does?

Maya gets up.

MAYA

I got to think too. 

Maya exits Topenga’s.

ISIAH

Girl-women, go figure.

INT. MATTHEWS HOME- EVENING

Everyone is at supper table, Riley sits confused, Auggie sits 

with prideful look, Cory elbows Topenga, she shakes head no, 

elbows Cory, points at him.

CORY

So Riley what’s the sour look and 

problem you are having?
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RILEY

You, you just make my brain hurt 

and I’m confused.

TOPENGA

I know that feeling honey, I know 

that feeling.

CORY

OK I’m the bad guy, the heavy, the 

mean dad, so tell me what you are 

so confused about.

Riley becomes animate in actions and speaking.

RILEY

Well trust and bullying and native 

space and friendship and changing 

feelings and feeling like I’m a 

naive fool and... 

Topenga shifts eyes, pauses for a sec.

TOPENGA

Whoa I’ve seen this before. I think 

it is called adolescent meltdown.
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AUGGIE

You mean Riley is going to melt 

into a sloppy mess like an ice 

cream cone? Poor Riley.

Cory and Topenga LAUGH at Auggie. Riley picks at plate with 

fork.

RILEY

Ha, ha, real funny.

CORY

OK Riley now lets address these 

issues one at a time because 

honestly handling them one at time 

is all my brain can handle.

TOPENGA

So not a female.

Riley LAUGHS just a little.

RILEY

Good one, mom.

CORY

That is a true statement Topenga 

but I think I can fix this.

TOPENGA

Such a male.
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Riley LAUGHS again.

CORY

OK, OK, ladies. Now Riley lets 

start with the first issue which I 

believe you said is trust. 

RILEY

Well I don’t trust my dad not to 

stress my brain. I don’t trust 

myself being good and nice letting 

people take advantage of me. I 

don’t know where or trust where I 

thought my Native space is anymore.

CORY

Well let me see here. First of all 

you better trust yourself because 

you are one of the smartest, most 

beautiful and best people I know 

and I’m not just saying that 

because you’re my daughter. 

Riley smiles, taunts hair full of self.

CORY (CONT’D)

Second from now on your mother and 

I will knock before entering your 

room and that will be your Native 

space. 

(MORE)
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As far as letting people take 

advantage of you, you should not 

have anything to fear because if 

you trust yourself I think you  

know what’s genuine for the most 

part but if you have any questions 

we’ll be here.

RILEY

OK, maybe you can fix a little bit 

of stuff but dad how am I ever 

going to know who is genuine and 

who has good intentions?

TOPENGA

Follow your heart Riley and just to 

let you know sometimes adults get 

fooled too. There are no guarantees 

in life.

RILEY 

I hate this thinking and growing up 

stuff I’m going to my safe native 

space place.

Riley leaves supper table.

CORY (CONT’D)
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CORY

Adolescent meltdowns are one of 

those things I need to remember to 

forget. Gotta say, don’t miss them.

TOPENGA

Totally agree.

INT. RILEYS BAY WINDOW- EVENING

Maya enters Rileys window.

MAYA

Hey, brought you something.

Maya hands Riley chocolate bar.

MAYA (CONT’D)

These always help my brain strains 

and figured you might have a bit of 

one.

RILEY

Oh Maya you are always one of the 

genuine trusting one and always 

welcome in my native space.

INT. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS MIDDLE SCHOOL- DAY

Cory stands at front of class.
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CORY

So was everyone able to bring a 

dollar for class today?

FARKLE MINGUS

Yeah, but I’m not sure I’m liking 

this paying for education thing.

CORY

Don’t worry Farkle we are trading 

dollar for dollar with added 

guidance.

Cory pours a bag of gold Sakagawea dollars out on desk.

MAYA

Wow Riley your dad is rich. Bet 

your mom doesn’t know about this.

Riley smiles.

RILEY

In so many ways Maya, in so many 

ways.

CORY

What I have here is both 

representative of history and 

guidance. These are Sakagawea gold 

dollars. 

(MORE)
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As you know Sakagawea was the young 

Indian woman who navigated and 

guided Lewis and Clark on their 

journeys mapping America. She was a 

brave woman who was trusting of 

those not native to her land. We 

learned so much from her. You are 

all in the eighth grade now and 

while you can look to parents, 

friends and teachers as a guide 

sometimes we need a guide of self 

and our spirit. So everybody ready 

to trade? 

Bell RINGS, class lines up at Cory’s desk on way out.

CORY (CONT’D)

Oh and pick up a permission slip 

for your eighth grade class field 

trip to the American Indian museum 

uptown.

Maya is first in line, lays her dollar on desk, takes gold 

coin, permission slip. Everyone follows suit.

MAYA

I’m up for trading green for gold 

any day.

CORY (CONT'D)
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RILEY

They are so shiny and pretty, green 

is so dull.

LUCAS

I don’t know, if I were going to 

think about a spirit guide I kind 

of wish it were a guy.

FARKLE 

Hey if she was good enough for the 

greatest explorers of modern times 

I think she should be good enough 

for me or you Lucas. Besides it is 

a cool gold coin.

ISIAH

Cool gold coin, good enough for me.

RILEY

That’s right, empower the girls, 

the women, the inbetweener girl-

women like us.

Maya high-fives Riley.

INT. TOPENGA’S BAKERY- DAY

Riley and Maya enter, go sit at favorite booth.
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Auggie stands over a tray of bread he made at another table 

where Katy and Topenga are.

TOPENGA

So what does our little man have 

for us today?

AUGGIE

Well since this stuff with the 

Native Americans has come to my 

attention I made sweet berry bread. 

Topenga and Katy try Auggies bread.

KATY

This little man is a baking dream 

machine.

TOPENGA

I have to admit this is pretty 

amazing Auggie dear.

AUGGIE

Yeah I was going to make jerky 

flavored bread but I got mad at the 

cowboys for being mean to the 

Indians.
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INT. AMERICAN INDIAN MUSEUM, NEW YORK- DAY

Cory’s class enters museum become awestruck, enthusiastic.

MAYA

Wow! This place is cool. I thought 

everything was going to be drab 

earthy colored stuff. I have to 

admit I’m impressed with all the 

colors.

RILEY

Yeah the jewelry is like not gaudy 

and fashionable.

ISIAH

Hey Lucas check out these 

arrowheads and tools. These Indians 

weren’t no dummies.

RILEYS 

REFLECTIVE 

NARRATIVE

RILEY STANDS ALONE

Riley stands in foreground in long-flowing, plain, Native 

American dress now with added color, ornamentation. 

Background screen displays montage of Sakagawea, Lewis and 

Clark expedition footage. 
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RILEY

As you may notice my dress is a 

little more ornate and colorful and 

this jewelry is just amazing going 

with my already cool look. 

Sakagawea, the great navigator of 

America. If I were going to chose 

to believe in a spirit guide I 

think I would choose this woman who 

pioneered through Native lands, 

surely she could help me navigate 

through the end of eighth grade and 

beyond. I know we can always look 

to our parents but sometimes we 

just need a guide of and for self. 

She was receptive to those not 

native to her and her land. She 

actually taught them a lot. Maybe 

if I let people into my native 

space I can be interesting, teach 

them some stuff and do good things 

for those around me. Sounds like 

someone else I know.

RILEYS 

REFLECTIVE 

NARRATIVE OVER
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INT. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS MIDDLE SCHOOL- DAY

Cory stands at head of class.

CORY

Well tomorrow is eighth grade 

graduation. You will be going from 

the Kings of John Quincy Adams 

Middle School to the babies of high 

school.

MAYA

You know I think I might actually 

miss your dad and I’m sure not 

looking forward to being the baby 

of anything. 

Cory dumps a bag of pennies and nickels out on his desk.

CORY

Well Maya, maybe I can help you 

keep me and some of my lessons in 

mind, at least I hope I can after 

teaching you for a couple of years. 

These are Indian Head pennies and 

Buffalo Head nickels. 

(MORE)
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I’m giving you all one of each,  

One to remember the awesomeness of 

the Native Americans and one to 

teach you that sometimes when we 

don’t think things through, they 

can go very wrong like the example 

of losing the great plains Buffalo.

RILEYS 

REFLECTIVE 

NARRATIVE

INT. RILEYS ROOM, BAY WINDOW- DAY 

Riley Stands alone.

Riley sits in bay window, in her colorful, ornate Native 

Indian dress, wears jewelry.

RILEY

That’s my dad, the someone else 

like Sakagawea I was reminded of 

and I’m sure going to miss my 

teacher next year when I go to high 

school. At least I think I may have 

found a cool Riley fashion 

statement here though.

THE END

CORY (CONT'D)
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